Abstract-The aims of this article are to establish the relationship between the fuzzy algebra and the classical logic and to study fuzzy algebra by the use of classical logic methods. We firstly introduces the concept of the logic value fuzzy subgroup, and studies the relationship between the fuzzy subgroup and its dual. It is pointed out that H is a logic value（normal） fuzzy subgroup of a group G if and only if for all value assignment v , the core and thev dual of H is the (normal) subgroup of G . Secondly, we study the properties of the logical value fuzzy subgroup, the logical value normal fuzzy subgroup and its quotient groups. Finally, We study the properties of homomorphic image of the logic value fuzzy subgroup. The research of this paper can help to establish the relationship between the fuzzy algebra and the classical logic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since A.Rosenfeld introduced the concept of fuzzy subgroup [1] , fuzzy algebra has been developed greatly [2] . At present, there are three main methods to research fuzzy algebra such as the mthod of membership function of fuzzy set [2, 3] , the method of the "point -set" neighborhood relation [4, 5, 6] , and the mthod of probability theory [7] .
It is well known that the classical algebra theory has the intimate connection with the classical logic [8] . The theory of fuzzy subgroups has been studied by using fuzzy logic in [5, 7] . However, this intimate connection is still not completely understood. This paper attempts to establish a connection between classical propositional logic and fuzzy algebra.
In this paper, we introduce the necessary knowledge in section 2. In section 3 and section 4, the concept of logical value fuzzy subgroup and the logic value normal fuzzy subgroup are proposed and their properties are studied. In section 5, the properties of homomorphic image of the logic value fuzzy subgroups. In section 6, we introduce the concept of the strong dual 
Then we call H a logic value fuzzy subgroup of G .
The following conclusions are obvious. 
Proof: Let H be a logic value fuzzy subgroup of G and
, and consequently
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Therefore v H is the subgroup of G .
Conversely, Let :
According to the theorem 1,we know that H is a logic value fuzzy subgroup of G . Theorem 3. Let 1 2 , H H be the logic value fuzzy subgroups of G , we define
H H I is the logic value fuzzy subgroup of G .
Proof : Let v be a value assignment, then 
The following conclusions are obvious. .
Therefore NH is a logic value fuzzy subgroup of G .
Theorem 7.
Let N be a logic value normal fuzzy subgroup of
that is for all value assignment v , we have
So we get
and consequently yN xN = .
Therefore ,f is a mapping and f is a surjection. Therefore, f is a isomorphism. 
